
Click Here To
Get Started

We have heard many times in our Power Series™ questions

relating to how to achieve a result from a stand-still when

nothing seems to be happening; out of dollars, out of

transactions, out of opportunity, out of enthusiasm, out of

motivation and what now? How do I get it back? 

       Intention has a dynamic quality that makes things move!

WWe say, “intention gets the party started!” The Power of

Intention will clarify how to launch a momentum of success

and fulfillment that will last throughout your career! 

       How and why is intention powerful? Intention is a

generator of power and focus; which stimulates a response

that leads to results! 

       When we experience making an impact on any given

ssituation, we cease to feel victimized by any given situation.

Intention gives us the power to be proactive, rather than

reactive over our circumstances; which produces fulfilling

outcomes. 

For further information about

The Power of Intention

and other educational programs

please contact Darylle Dennis

at Darylle@ValuevsForce.com

or visit ValuevsForce.com/

GGet-Started.

“Intention is a generator of power and also
means to produce; which is why intention is
powerful. Quality of purposefulness drives
intentions’ momentum.”

—Darylle Dennis

The Power of Intention
Definition of Intention:

“A thought with a feeling;
quality of purposefulness.”

“The sm allest shifts bring the m ost extraordinary results.”
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is to have a purpose and make a difference. Strategies used

by far too many companies today, direct their teams to focus

only on what dollars and benefits can be received by their

customers with little emphasis on “being of value.” This

strategy is producing an accelerated rate of burn-out in the

workforce.  The volume and levels of profound depression in

tthe workplace is going unnoticed.  The suffering is unbearable. 

       With Value Exchange Dynamics™ Darylle has an effective

solution to reduce suffering, prevent burnout and in parallel

to increase productivity. 

       In 2005, Darylle discovered that her own purpose is to

make a difference for as many people as possible. Therefore,

she began teaching Value Exchange Dynamics™ full time to

oorganizations, where burn-out is epidemic due to high

pressures of manifesting results. 

       Through seminars and workshops, she already has helped

thousands of people to re-gain a sense of self-worth, to

activate full potential and to achieve excellent results in

business.

       The rejuvenation seen clearly by all in the eyes and the

ssmiles of employees and executives is her driving force. She

always intends to be of highest possible value to those

leaders, who she is privileged to serve.

Darylle Dennis is an International Keynote Speaker and

Consultant with an extensive corporate background in

commercial banking. CEO’s, Presidents and Boards of

Directors were Darylle’s first clients. For over 20 years now,

she had the privilege of exposure with innumerable

corporations and a wide variety of industries. 

              Darylle always had the courage to explore new business

strategies. Then, in 1980, she founded Value Exchange

Dynamics™. This innovative approach for business

development, management and growth has only recently

been confirmed by business schools across the country;

referred to as Conscious Business and Conscious Capitalism.   

       Darylle’s experiential career course has painted a very

cclear picture in a broad range of industries of the dynamics

present when employees and management are productive

and effective in their organizations. 

       Over several decades, Value Exchange Dynamics™

successfully demonstrated how to achieve more fulfilling

and effortless results. The key to favorable outcomes in any

organization is the development of the potential and well-

bbeing of personnel and executive staff.  Quantum growth

then becomes the “new normal.” 

       Darylle strongly believes that the nature of human beings
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